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Abstract The mental rotation literature commonly reports a
sex difference, almost always favoring men. Two strategies
have been proposed in the literature to account for this differ-
ence: holistic and piecemeal. However, there is great variabil-
ity in rotation performance suggesting other possible contrib-
uting factors. This study investigated the effects of stimuli
characteristics and habitual spatial thinking on mental rotation
performance. In three experiments, participants completed a
mental rotation task with two modifications: (1) 3-D figures
were presented with their cut versions to promote piecemeal
strategy, and (2) block figures were either presented within a
frame or none, in light of reference framework model or per-
ceptual grouping model. Overall, whole figures generated
faster responses than cut figures and this was more pro-
nounced with greater angular disparity. Shape or the presence
of a frame affected rotation performance. Having a frame
seemed to impede overall rotation, especially for cut figures,
supporting an object-based reference frame. However, a 3-D
frame did not have the same effect, possibly suggesting the
unitary configuration idea. Men rotated more accurately than
women, but still sex was not as robust as it was suggested in
the literature. Interestingly, there were similarities between
possible strategy use and habitual spatial thinking. People
who were categorized as having landmark-centered represen-
tations and who preferred verbal directions showed a pattern
suggesting the use of a piecemeal strategy, and survey-

centered representations and map preference seemed to reflect
a holistic strategy.
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Introduction

Dave and Judy just moved to a new apartment. A delivery guy
haphazardly places the parts of their new sectional sofa across
the living room. Both Dave and Judy think about how to best
arrange the sectional. Although they independently decide on
the same location and configuration, Dave makes his decision
more quickly. Talking about how they decided where it should
go, they realize they used different approaches. While Dave
re-arranged the sectional by thinking about it as a whole, Judy
mentally manipulated the pieces one by one, potentially
explaining why she contemplated the solution longer. Why
did they adopt different strategies? Is it because Dave is a
man and Judy is a woman? Or do other factors such as the
walls of the room, or the way they are accustomed to think
about space contribute to their cognitive strategy differences?
The current research examined factors affecting cognitive
strategies used for mental rotation.

We constantly process spatial information, e.g., moving
without bumping into the furniture, knowing the direction
between home and work, or fitting suitcases into a car trunk.
Although we all engage in spatial processing, some people do
so better than others. Individual differences in spatial ability
have long captured researchers’ attention, particularly sex dif-
ferences (Collins & Kimura, 1997; Kail, Carter, & Pellegrino,
1979; Lippa, Collaer, & Peters, 2010; Miller &Halpern, 2014;
Reilly, Neumann, & Andrews, 2016), yet conclusions have
not been consistent and questions remain (Voyer, Voyer, &
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Bryden, 1995; Uecker & Obrzut, 1993). However, sex is not
the only factor that has shown a relationship to mental
rotation. Spatial cognitive style (Pazzaglia & DeBeni,
2001, 2006), stimuli characteristics, such as complexity
(e.g., Bethell-Fox & Shepard, 1988; Doyle & Voyer,
2013; Doyle, Voyer, & Lesmana, 2015; Folk & Luce,
1987), dimensionality (e.g., Bauer & Jolicoeur, 1996;
Hampson, Levy-Cooperman, & Korman, 2014; Jansen-
Osmann & Heil, 2007), or occlusion (Alexander &
Evardone, 2008; Doyle & Voyer, 2013; Voyer & Doyle,
2010; Voyer & Hou, 2006), and instructions (e.g., Sharps,
Price, & Williams, 1994) can also affect mental rotation.
The present work explores the sole and combined effects
of stimuli characteristics, such as framing and figure
consistency, and individual differences, such as habitual
spatial thinking, on mental rotation performance. We
begin by explaining the Mental Rotation task and how
possible cognitive strategies might affect its performance.
We go on to discuss factors, such as stimulus characteris-
tics and habitual spatial thinking that could affect rotation
performance.

Mental rotation task

In classic mental rotation experiments (e.g., Shepard &
Metzler, 1971), participants decide whether two figures are
the same or mirror images of one another. The time to do so
shows a linear relationship between the two figures’ initial
angular disparity and both response time (e.g., Shepard &
Metzler, 1971) and accuracy (e.g., Butler et al., 2006), an
effect known as the Angular Disparity Effect (ADE). The
ADE has been shown with psychometric multiple-choice tests
(Alexander & Evardone, 2008; Doyle & Voyer, 2013;
Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978; Voyer & Hou, 2006) and comput-
erized Mental Rotation tests (Bryden, George, & Inch, 1990;
Doyle, Voyer, & Lesmana, 2015). Based on this finding, re-
searchers hypothesize that participants mentally rotate one
figure to align with the other. Note, however, that recent work
from Tufts’ Spatial Cognition Lab (Gardony, Taylor, &
Brunye, 2014) suggests that rotation may not be to alignment,
but to an angular disparity affording successful comparison. In
actuality, this mental rotation process involves several steps
(Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Halpern & Collaer, 2005; Just &
Carpenter, 1976). A person first encodes both stimuli then
mentally rotates one to align with the other. Once aligned,
the person compares the figures, deciding whether they are
the same and then responds. Regression data showing the
relationship between angular disparity and response accounts
for the different mental rotation steps (Kail et al., 1979;
Lohman, 1986); the slope reflects mental rotation rate, and
the intercept includes encoding, comparison, and response

processes. Eye movement data also suggest these steps
(Freedman & Rovegno, 1981; Just & Carpenter, 1976).

Sex differences in mental rotation have received significant
research attention. Not uncommonly, men mentally rotate
faster than women (Linn & Petersen, 1985; Lippa, Collaer,
& Peters, 2010; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Masters &
Sanders, 1993; Peters, 2005; Resnick, 1993; Richardson,
1994; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995) although accuracy is
often comparable (Goldstein, Haldane, & Mitchell, 1990;
Kail et al., 1979; Voyer & Bryden, 1990). In reality this male
advantage may be more ethereal. Some studies have found no
sex difference (Butler et al., 2006; Hugdahl, Thomsen, &
Ersland, 2006; Jansen-Osmann & Heil, 2007; Jordan,
Schadow, Wuestenberg, Heinz, Peters, & Jancke, 2002;
Peters, 2005; Voyer & Bryden, 1990), especially when in-
structions emphasized general rather than spatial thinking
(Scali, Brownlow, & Hicks, 2000) or when the stimuli were
haptically or visually experienced replicas of 3-D figures rath-
er than drawings (Robert & Chevrier, 2003). In other studies
women were faster thanmen (Moè, 2009; Thomsen, Hugdahl,
Ersland, Barndon, Lundervold, & Smievoll, 2000; Uecker &
Obrzut, 1993). This variability in mental rotation sex differ-
ences suggests that other factors may contribute to strategy
use, including aspects of the Mental Rotation task (e.g., stim-
uli characteristics) and/or other individual differences (e.g.,
habitual spatial thinking).

Possible factors leading to differential mental rotation
performance

Strategies in mental rotation Different data patterns have
been used to explain sex-linked cognitive strategies for mental
rotation: response times slowed down as a function of angular
disparity suggesting complexity of the stimuli affected rota-
tion, and further made the difference between sexes more
observable (Gluck & Fitting, 2003; Halpern, Benbow,
Geary, Gur, Hyde, & Gernsbacher, 2007; Kail et al., 1979).
Women also displayed a positively skewed response distribu-
tion, compared to men’s normal distribution (Kail et al., 1979;
Jordan et al., 2002; Lohman, 1986). Both the distribution and
the slope difference suggest strategy differences.

Two mental rotation strategies have been proposed in the
literature: holistic vs. piecemeal (Kail et al., 1979; Maccoby &
Jacklin, 1974; Strasser, Koller, Strauß, Csisinko, Kaufmann,
& Glück, 2010) or imagistic versus analytic (Heil & Jansen-
Osmann, 2008; Lawton, 2010; Pezaris & Casey, 1991). We
will adhere to the use of holistic and piecemeal strategies
henceforth since the terms fit the conditions used in the current
study. With holistic processing, the figure is rotated as a
whole; with piecemeal, it is broken down into parts that are
rotated separately (Geiser, Lehmann, & Eid, 2006; Robertson
& Palmer, 1983; Yuille & Steiger, 1982). Specifically, holistic
strategies involve analog spatial processing and piecemeal
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strategies rely on feature-by-feature non-spatial comparison.
Hemispheric laterality observed inmental rotation further sup-
ports these two strategies (e.g., Hugdahl et al., 2006).

Stimuli characteristics Naylor, Taylor, and Cross (1998) cre-
ated stimuli to test holistic versus piecemeal strategies.
Participants viewed 3-D cube figures that were either whole
objects, akin to Shepard and Metzler’s (1971) original figures,
or the same figures cut in half to facilitate a piecemeal strategy.
They found no sex difference, overall, but an interaction be-
tween sex and whole/cut objects that suggested strategy dif-
ferences. As predicted, women responded similarly to cut and
whole objects. Men’s data for cut objects matched that of
women, but men differed in their whole object rotation. This
pattern suggested that women consistently took a piecemeal
approach whereas men sought an efficient strategy for the
stimuli at hand (Naylor, Taylor & Cross, 1998). So, if mental
rotation performance differences relate to strategy choices,
stimuli promoting either piecemeal or holistic processing
should interact with the strategy used.

Frame of reference is vital in spatial information processing
(e.g., Levinson, 1996) and research showed that surrounding
geometry affects the spatial representation (Kelly, McNamara,
Bodenheimer, Carr, & Rieser, 2008; Kelly & McNamara,
2008; Mou, Zhang, & McNamara, 2009; Mou, Zhao, &
McNamara, 2007; Wang & Spelke, 2000). Gestalt perception,
and perceptual grouping (Rock, 1990), specifically, suggests
that a frame would emphasize an object’s unitary structure,
thus predicting more effective rotation with a frame. In con-
trast, the Multiple Systems Framework (Zacks & Michelon,
2005) suggests that mental rotation engages object-based
transformations. An object’s reference frame moves relative
to the observer. This theory predicts more effective rotation
without a frame, because the frame imposes an environment-
based reference on an object-based transformation. Thus, a
frame should impede performance.

How a frame affects mental rotation may also interact with
stimulus consistency (whole vs. cut). With perceptual group-
ing theory (Rock, 1990), frame might force unity more so for
whole figures and holistic processing, but might impede cut
figure rotation. With the Multiple Systems Framework a
piecemeal strategy, promoted by cut stimuli, might engage
environment-based references to track piece-by-piece rotation
(Zacks & Michelon, 2005). This would suggest that a frame
should hinder whole object rotation and would either not im-
pact or might even help cut figure rotation.

Habits and preferences in spatial processing Just as with
mental rotation, people adopt habitual preferences and strate-
gies for processing spatial information at a greater scale. For
example, when learning a new environment, one person may
seek out a map while another may prefer to explore or get a
verbal description. When thinking about a known

environment, one person may view it as if from above (survey
representation), someone else may imagine taking a route
through the environment (route representation), and a third
person may think about the various landmarks in the environ-
ment (landmark representation). The root of these habits and
preferences has not been systematically explored, but they
seem to affect other spatial processing.

Pazzaglia and De Beni (2001, 2006) developed and used a
Questionnaire on Spatial Representation, which includes
questions designed to understand whether an individual habit-
ually uses a survey, route or landmark-centered approach
when thinking about known environments or learning new
places. They then related one’s habitual approach to mental
rotation. Overall, individuals, both men and women, who had
survey-based representational preferences scored better on
mental rotation compared to individuals who habitually took
a landmark or route-centered approach (Pazzaglia & De Beni,
2001). Thus, one’s habitual spatial processing; i.e., the way
they habitually represent spatial information, appears to im-
pact spatial processing more generally. One’s preference for
how he/she learns a new environment (maps, exploration,
verbal description) may have a similar effect.

Current research

The current research, in three experiments, investigated vari-
ous influences on mental rotation performance and strategies.
Overall, we expected to replicate the standard ADE in mental
rotation research (e.g., Shepard &Metzler, 1971). Experiment
1 employed a standard 3-D rotation task, but with modified
stimuli. The first modification (whole vs. cut objects) encour-
aged a holistic or piecemeal approach. The second modifica-
tion (unframed vs. framed) allowed for standard reference
frame use or introduced a salient alternative reference frame.
In Experiment 2, we further investigated the rotation perfor-
mance on reference frame use, introducing a circular frame in
addition to no frame and the rectangular frame. A circular
frame provides a salient basis for comparison, but without
the axes that define a reference frame. Experiment 3 explored
how the same stimulus modifications impacted the rotation of
a 3-D figure within a 3-D frame, again using whole and cut
figures. Overall, rotation performance for strategy-consistent
stimuli should reflect the pattern indicative of that strategy. All
experiments also explored sex differences and habitual spatial
processing differences in the form of spatial representation
(Pazzaglia & De Beni, 2001) and preference for learning spa-
tial information.

Experiment 1

In mental rotation tasks, stimuli generally consist of whole
objects. People imagine these rotating as a solid unit (holistic
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strategy) or cognitively sub-divide them (piecemeal strategy).
These different strategies are evident in response time (RT)
patterns, such as overall faster performance with a holistic
strategy, and greater increase in RT as a function of the
angular difference with a piecemeal strategy. Experiment 1
explored how stimulus characteristics that create affordances
for either a holistic or piecemeal strategy affect rotation
performance.

Wemodified the standard Shepard andMetzler (1971) type
figures to encourage a piecemeal strategy (cut objects) and test
strategy use with frames surrounding each object. While stim-
ulus differences, such as those manipulated in Experiment 1,
might encourage a particular mental rotation strategy, people
have habitual cognitive approaches to spatial tasks. To exam-
ine how these habitual spatial approaches affect rotation, we
included individual difference measures that illuminate them.

Method

Participants

Ninety-two Tufts undergraduates, 40 women and 52 men,
participated for partial course credit.

Materials

Mental rotation stimuli Stimuli consisted of object pairs de-
fined by three factors; Angular Disparity (00, 300, 600, 900,
1200, 1500, and 1800), Figure Consistency (whole, cut), and
Framing (framed, unframed). Stimuli consisted of three 3-D
Shepard and Metzler (1971) type figures created with CAD
software. Each figure included ten or eleven cubes with 90-
degree angular projections into 3-D space. These 3-D block
figures comprised thewhole figures.We created cut figures by
dividing the whole figures into two parts (one half with five
cubes and the other with five or six) and separating the halves
by 0.75 inches (Naylor et al., 1998). In total, there were 63
whole and 63 cut figures, totaling to 126 trials per experiment.
We also created a mirror-version of each figure, totaling to 63
same and 63 mirror images. For all figures, we created framed
stimuli by adding a rectangular frame, approximately 6 × 4 in.,
surrounding each whole figure and both halves of each cut
figure. In total, there were 126 framed and 126 unframed
figures. This way, participants were tested on each angular
disparity 14 times; seven in whole, seven in cut blocks; and
seven in unframed and seven in framed conditions.

Stimulus pairs consisted of two whole or two cut figures
(Fig. 1) that were either the same or different (mirror image)
from one another. Avertical line separated the two figures in a
pair. Pairs of objects (whole and cut) differed in angular rota-
tion by 30-degree-increments, yielding seven rotations: 00,

300, 60, 900, 1200, 1500, and 1800, and included rotations
along X-, Y-, and Z-axes.

Questionnaires Questionnaires gathered information on fac-
tors implicated in differential habitual spatial thinking. The
Individual Differences questionnaire asks participants about
gender, familial sinistrality, self-rated sense of direction, and
preference for spatial information format (map or verbal direc-
tions). The Mental Representation questionnaire (Pazzaglia &
De Beni, 2001) assesses spatial processing habits, including
sense of direction and cognitive approaches to spatial process-
ing. There are 17 questions in total and an examplary question
would be BWhen you are in your home-town or city, do you
naturally know cardinal points? That is, do you know where
North, South, East, and West are?^ Most of the questions ask
participants to rate their answers on a Likert-type scale, from 1
to 5 where 1 indicates Bnot at all^ and 5 indicates Bvery much.^
Through coding the questions in a certain way (Pazzaglia & De
Beni, 2001, 2006), a person can be identified as habitually using
a survey-centered versus landmark-centered representation.

Design

In Experiment 1 characteristics of stimuli were manipulated:
(1) Participants (46 participants) either received framed stim-
uli or they (46 participants) received unframed stimuli). (2)
Within the framing condition, participants either received
whole figures or their cut versions.

The questionnaires that participants completed allowed us to
categorize them by: (1) sex, (2) preference when learning new
environments (maps or verbal directions), and (3) mental rep-
resentations tendency (survey or landmark). Thus, the present
study used a 2 (framed vs. unframed, between participant) × 2
(whole vs. cut, within participant) × 2 (individual factors: sex,
preference, or mental representation, between participant)
mixed design. The dependent variable was performance (rota-
tion rate and accuracy) on the Mental Rotation test.

Procedure

The experiment took place in Tufts University’s Spatial
Cognition Lab. After consenting to take part, participants sat
in front of a computer running SuperlabTM software.

For the Mental Rotation trials, participants read instructions
describing our two-part response paradigm. With this para-
digm, participants, on each trial, first view a fixation cross
and then see the mental rotation pair. They are to hit the space
bar when they know whether the figures are the same or mirror
images. This will be referred to as the know response. After
hitting the space bar the same pair appears and participants
respond same or different, using designated keys. This will be
referred to as the answer response. We employed this two-part
response paradigm to separate RT for mental rotation from RT
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for other aspects of choice reaction time tasks (Donders, 1969).
Participants progressed through trials at their own pace. The
experiment was divided into two blocks (whole figures and
cut figures) that were randomly counterbalanced across partic-
ipants. Each block contained 63 trials, yielding 126 total trials.

After completing both experimental blocks, all participants
completed the Individual Differences questionnaire.
Participants in the framed group completed the study later and
they additionally completed the Mental Representation ques-
tionnaire along with the Individual Differences questionnaire.

Results

Coding and analysis

Data from seven people were eliminated for not following in-
structions properly. Moreover, one participant had lower than
50 % overall accuracy rate, and two participants were outliers
and their data were not included in the analysis. Analyzed data
included RT to the know response and accuracy of answer
responses. Given the high response variability, data were
trimmed by eliminating each participant’s highest and lowest
know RT responses (Bush, Hess, & Wolford, 1993).

Statistical assessment used mixed-factor ANOVA with a 7
(Angular Disparity: 00, 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800) × 2
(Figure Consistency: whole, cut) × 2 (Framing: framed,

unframed). Angular Disparity and Figure Consistency served
as within-participant factors and Framing as a between-
participant factor. For brevity’s sake, we first report results of
this omnibus ANOVA,which is themain focus of interest in this
study. We ran another mixed-factor ANOVAwith a 7 (Angular
Disparity) × 2 (Figure Consistency) × 2 (Sex: men, women)
design. We then replaced factors of habitual spatial thinking
(Preference and Mental Representation) with Sex. We did not
run all these factors concurrently in order to conserve power.
Considering that the other main focus of interest is the interac-
tion between habitual spatial thinking on strategy-consistent
stimuli in mental rotation, we included Preference and Mental
Representation into the analysis, one by one. Sections reporting
sex differences and habitual spatial thinking results only relate
additional reports beyond the omnibus ANOVA.

Data were analyzed using a mixed design ANOVA and
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity has
been violated for Angular Disparity for RT data, X2 (20) = 130,
p < .001, and for the accuracy data, X2 (20) = 51.4, p < .001.
Therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .65) for RT,
and Huynh-Feldt correction (ε = .87) for accuracy. Assumption
of sphericity has also been violated for Angular Disparity*
Figure Consistency interaction; RT data, X2 (20) = 58.3, p <
.001, and accuracy data, X2 (20) = 41.1, p = .004. On both RT
and accuracy, degrees of freedomwere corrected using Huynh-
Feldt estimates of sphericity; ε = .92, ε = .94, respectively.

Fig. 1 (a) (top left) A pair of unframed whole figures, while (b) (top right) shows a pair of framed cut figures. (c) (above left) An unframed cut pair and
(d) (above right) shows framed cut stimuli
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Mental rotation performance

The mean RT for the experiment is 6,240 ms and overall accu-
racy is 77.9 %. Results showed the classic ADE with increased
RT, F(3.89, 350) = 134, p < .001, ηP

2 = .60, (Fig. 2a), and
decreased accuracy, F(5.19, 467) = 56.23, p < .001, ηP

2 = .39
(Fig. 2b) as a function of Angular Disparity. The error bars
represent standard errors for all the figures in the manuscript.

Do strategy-consistent-stimuli affect mental rotation
performance?

The analysis showed an effect of Figure Consistency. Participants
responded faster and more accurately to whole (MRT = 5794 ms,
Macc = 82.5 % accuracy) than to cut objects (MRT = 6,685 ms,
Macc = 73.3 %), F(1, 90) = 14.4, p < .001, ηP

2 = .14 for mean RT
and F (1, 90) = 53.9, p < .001, ηP

2 = .38 for accuracy.
Figure Consistency interacted with Angular Disparity with

both mean RT, F(5.49, 494) = 7.88, p < .001, ηP
2 = .080, and

mean accuracy, F(5.66, 509) = 9.84, p < .001, ηP
2 = .099. For

small (30°, 60°) angular differences, participants rotated
whole and cut figures equally fast. At greater angular dispar-
ities, they rotated whole figures faster (see Fig. 3a) and more
accurately (Fig. 3b).

Does framing stimuli affect mental rotation performance?

Framing did not affect mental rotation performance by itself in
rotation rate, F(1, 90) = 2.24, p = .14, or rotation accuracy,
F(1, 90) = .022, p = .88. However, it interacted with
Figure Consistency for mean RT data, F(1, 90) = 4.22, p =
.038, ηP

2 = .045. When the figures were unframed, partici-
pants responded equally quickly to whole and cut figures,
whereas when there was a frame around, cut figures generated
slower responses (see Fig. 4).

There was also a three-way interaction between Frame ×
Figure Consistency × Angular Disparity for mean RT data,
F(5.49, 494) = 2.87, p = .012, ηP

2 = .031. This 3-way interac-
tion is a further depiction of distinct slower response time to

both framed and cut stimuli. For unframed stimuli (see Fig. 5a),
participants responded similarly to whole and cut figures for
300, 600, 1500, and 1800. However, for framed stimuli (see
Fig. 5b), they responded equally fast to whole and cut objects
at smaller angular differences (30°, 60°), but the difference was
more evident for greater angular differences (>60°).

Does sex of the participant affect mental rotation
performance?

Sex did not show amain effect for RT, F(1, 90) = 2.96, p = .09.
However, women responded to Mental Rotation figures less
accurately (Macc = 73.1 %), F (1, 90) = 17.57, p < .001, ηP

2 =
.16 than men (Macc = 81.6 %). Sex did not show any further
interactions with Angular Disparity or Figure Consistency on
either RT or accuracy data, all Fs < 1.0.

Does habitual spatial thinking affect mental rotation
performance?

Spatial information preference (henceforth referred to as
Preference) was categorized on participants’ self-reports on
learning spatial information—maps or verbal descriptions.
Sixty-three people preferred maps, 26 people preferred verbal
directions, and three preferred both when given spatial infor-
mation. Those selecting Bboth^ were not included in the anal-
yses. In Preference, it is important to know the extent to which
it overlaps with Sex (Table 1). Men (80.4 %) and women
(57.9 %) preferred maps more than verbal descriptions, and
men preferred map descriptions over verbal directionsmore so
than women, c2(1, N = 89) = 5.33, p < .05. Importantly both
sexes have representation in both preference groups.

Map preference participants responded more accurately (M
= 81.4 %) than verbal preference participants (M = 70.1 %),
F(1, 87) = 27.8, p < .001, ηP

2 = .24. The data also showed a
Preference × Angular Disparity interaction for accuracy,
F(5.56, 484) = 5.57, p < .001, ηP

2 = .060. Participants who
preferred verbal directions responded less accurately than those
with map preference over degrees of rotation (Fig. 6), and their
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Fig. 2 Both Know RT (a; left) and accuracy (b; right) as a function of Angular Disparity
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responses varied across different angles while map preference
showed a steady decline as a function of angular disparity.

Mental representation (henceforth referred to as
Representation). The Representation questionnaire was only
administered to participants later in the study and those people
were the ones who were exposed to Framed stimuli. As with
Preference, it is important to know the extent to which Sex and

Representation overlap (see Table 1). Men were categorized as
having more survey-centered representations than women, who
had more landmark-representations (c2(1, N = 89) = 7.39, p <
.05). Women showed habitual tendencies toward primarily
using landmark-centered representations (77.3 %) and men pri-
marily used survey-centered representations (62.5 %) and both
sexes were represented in both landmark and survey groups.

Overall, survey-centered individuals responded faster (sur-
vey: 5,543 ms; landmark: 7,374 ms), F(1, 44) = 7.20, p = .01,
ηP

2 = .14, and more accurately (survey: 81.8 %; landmark:
75.2 %), F(1, 44) = 4.87, p = .033, ηP

2 = .10. However,
Representation data did not result in any interactions with
Angular Disparity or Figure Consistency (all Fs < 1.0). espe-
cially after corrections according to sphericity assumptions.

Discussion

Consistent with findings within the literature, we showed the
classic Angular Disparity Effect (ADE) inMental Rotation task:
participants decidedwhether a pair of 3-D figureswere the same
or different more slowly and less accurately as the angular dis-
parity between the figures increased (Blough & Slavin, 1987;
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Fig. 3 Response times (a: top) and correct percentages (b: bottom) to
whole and cut figures on degrees of rotation. Note: Paired t-test analyses
were done to compare whole and cut figures at each degree of rotation.
Results are depicted with asterisks. * denotes significance criterion of .05
(p < .05) for the corresponding degree of rotation and ** denotes the
significance criterion of .001 (p < .001)

Fig. 4 Response rates to whole and cut figures when they are unframed
or framed
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Fig. 5 Performance to whole and cut figures over degrees of rotation is
shown as a function of frame. (a) (top) Mean response times for un-
framed stimuli and (b) (bottom) shows mean response times for framed
stimuli. Paired t-test analyses were done to compare whole (darker line)
and cut (lighter line) figures at each angular disparity, for both unframed
and framed conditions. * significance at .05 level (p < .05), ** signifi-
cance at .001 level (p < .001)
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Collins & Kimura, 1997; Cooper, 1975; Heil & Jansen-
Osmann, 2008; Kail et al., 1979; Shepard & Metzler, 1971).
Experiment 1 results did not replicate the commonly reported
sex finding with men outperforming women in rotation rate
while men were still more accurate than women. Thus, our
findings relating to performance on mental rotation did show
a sex difference, but this difference was not as robust as the
literature suggests (Collins & Kimura, 1997; Linn & Petersen,
1985;Masters & Sanders, 1993; Voyer et al., 1995). The idea of
other individual differences contributing to the difference in
mental rotation performance becomes more important.

Current research extended previous mental rotation studies by
introducing strategy-consistent stimuli (namely, cut versions of
whole figures). To our knowledge, the combination of factors
examined here is new to the literature. Stimulus characteristics,
particularlywhether the stimuli themselves are presented aswhole
or cut, contribute to response strategies. We predicted that having
figures in pieces would promote piecemeal processing while
whole figures would enable more holistic processing. Consistent
with our prediction, participants rotated whole figures faster and
more accurately. Moreover, they rotated cut figures more slowly
and less accurately as angular disparity increased, a pattern sug-
gested to account for strategy differences (Kail et al., 1979;
Strasser, et al., 2010). Thus, although with caution, we can state
that Experiment 1 was successful in using both whole and cut
figures to reflect holistic and piecemeal strategies used in mental

rotation. Whole figures seemed to promote a holistic strategy and
cut figures promoted a piecemeal strategy.

Experiment 1 also introduced frames around the figures.
Framing the stimuli, overall, did not affect rotation perfor-
mance. However, framing the cut figures seemed to hurt
their processing speed. Responses to cut figures slowed
down more as angular disparity increased. Frame seemed
to heighten performance differences between whole and
cut figures, especially for greater angular disparities, mim-
icking the cognitive strategy pattern. With framed stimuli,
whole figure rotation mirrored holistic processing while
cut figures reflected piecemeal approach. When there was
no frame around the figures, however, no consistent pattern
between whole and cut rotations was observed. These find-
ings support the motivation behind stimulus manipulations
showing that framing emphasized the unitary configuration
of an object, especially for whole figures.

Whether a person prefers to receive spatial information via
maps or verbal directions, and the way she represents that infor-
mation (survey vs. landmark; Pazzaglia & DeBeni, 2001) was
hypothesized to reflect strategy differences in mental rotation.
Rotation performance differed for both preference and represen-
tation factors; map preference was more accurate and became
more accurate as angular disparity between the rotated pairs
increased, mimicking the holistic strategy pattern suggested for
men. Also, participants who relied more on survey-centered
representations were more accurate and faster in mental rotation
performance than people who used landmark-representations.
Thus, habitual spatial thinking seems to affect rotation perfor-
mance, and showing signs of possible strategy differences over-
riding sex differences. However, all these findings need to be
evaluated with great caution. Participant numbers, especially
after breaking down sexes into preference or representation
styles, reduce the power to report the findings in confidence.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, surrounding 3-D figures with 2-D rectangu-
lar frames affected mental rotation performance. Experiment 2
used frames of different shapes (circular and rectangular), still
2-D, to explore the frame’s role, either as emphasizing the
unity of the object (circular and rectangular) or providing a
reference frame for comparison (rectangular only). Different
versions of the typical mental rotation paradigm use different
shaped frames (Borst, Kievit, Thompson, & Kosslyn, 2011;
Hoyek, Collet, Fargier, & Guillot, 2012; Kooshabeh &
Hegarty, 2010; Miller & Halpern, 2014; Neuburger, Jansen,
Heil, & Quasier-Pohl, 2012; Vandenberg & Kuse, 1978). In
Experiment 2, we compared rotation performance of two
frame types to un-framed figures in order to extensively test
framing effects. And since the main focus was on frame types,
we did not include cut versions of the stimuli.
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Fig. 6 Accuracy rates for people preferring maps and verbal directions
over degrees of rotation. The dark line shows map preference while light
line shows verbal preference. Paired t-test analyses depict the significant
comparison for each degree of rotation. Both * and ** show significant
results. * presents alpha level at .05 (p < .05) and ** marks a more
stringent significance criteria (p < .001)

Table 1 Sex ratios in reference to preference and representation

Preference Representation

Verbal Map Landmark Survey

Women 16 22 17 5

Men 10 41 9 15
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Method

Participants

Fifty-three Tufts University students (35 women, 18 men)
participated for partial course credit. None had participated
in the previous experiments.

Materials

Mental rotation stimuli Experiment 1’s 3-D stimuli (only
whole ones) were again used, combined with three frame
types: no-frame, rectangular (Experiment 1) and circular.
When present, frames surrounded each figure (Fig. 7).
Stimuli were paired to have same (yet rotated) or mirror-
reflection combinations with a vertical line dividing the
pair. In total there were 126 trials for each frame type,
yielding 378 trials. Of the 126 trials, 63 were the same
and 63 were mirror reflections. Each angular difference
was represented 18 times within a frame type.

Questionnaires The individual differences and spatial mental
representation questionnaires used in Experiment 1 were
again used here.

Design

In Experiment 2 stimuli were manipulated. In addition to the
Framing conditions of Experiment 1, Experiment 2 also in-
cluded circular frames.

Participants were categorized on sex, preference, and rep-
resentation based on their self-reports. Thus, the present study
was based on a 3 (circular-framed, rectangular-framed, un-
framed, within participant) × 2 (individual factors: sex, pref-
erence, or mental representation, between participant) mixed
design. The dependent variable was the performance on the
Mental Rotation test.

Procedure

The procedure followed that of previous experiments.
Participants sat in front of computers after consenting to par-
take in the experiment. Instructions preceded each of the three
experimental blocks, defined by the frame types. Block order
was counterbalanced across participants. On each trial partic-
ipants first saw a fixation cross, followed by a pair of figures.
Participants responded Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ by pressing des-
ignated keys. After the task participants completed both
questionnaires.

Results

Coding and analysis

Dependent measures included accuracy and RT. Data
were trimmed by eliminating each participant’s highest
and lowest RT at each angular disparity (Bush et al.,
1993). Three participants’ data were eliminated because
they either did not follow instructions (2) or their accura-
cy was lower than 50 % (1).

Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
mean percentage of correct response and RT data was
conducted with 3 (Frame Type: unframed, rectangular,
circular) × 7 (Angular Disparity: 00, 300, 600, 900, 1200,
1500, and 1800) × 2 (Sex: men, women; or Preference:
map, verbal directions; or Representation: survey land-
mark). Angular Disparity, and Frame Type were within-
participant factors. Individual difference measures, includ-
ing Sex, Preference, and Representation were between-
participant factors of primary interest. Sex and habitual
thinking (preference, representation) were analyzed sepa-
rately adding each to the omnibus ANOVA in order con-
serve power and effect sizes, as were done in Experiment
1. According to Mauchly’s test, the assumption of sphe-
ricity was violated for Angular Disparity for RT data, X2

Fig. 7 Stimuli with different frame types: (a) unframed, (b) rectangular frame, and (c) circular frame
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(20) = 220, p < .001, and for the accuracy data, X2 (20) =
50.8, p < .001. And degrees of freedom were corrected
using Greenhouse-Geisser estimate for RT data of (ε =
.30) and Huynh-Feldt for accuracy data, (ε = .89) for
accuracy. Angular Disparity* Frame Type interaction also
violated the sphericity assumption, for RT data: X2 (77) =
219, p < .001, ε = .60 (Greenhouse-Geisser correction);
and for accuracy data: X2 (77) = 103, p < .05, ε = .89
(Huynh-Feldt correction).

Mental rotation performance

The mean RT for the experiment was 4,024 ms and the
overall accuracy is 73.2 %. Results showed the ADE with
increasing RT, F(2.05, 105) = 91.9, p < .001, ηP

2 = .64,
and decreasing accuracy, F(5.31, 271) = 57.1, p < .001,
ηP

2 = .53, with increasing angular disparity (see Fig. 8a
and b).

Does framing stimuli affect mental rotation performance?

Frame Type also affected mental rotation performance only in
rotation speed, F(2, 102) = 3.62, p < .05, ηP

2 = .066. Simple
contrasts comparing frame types showed similar rotation per-
formance with circular and rectangular framed stimuli (Mcir =
4,601.7 ms; Mrec = 4,362.9 ms), however participants rotated
unframed stimuli faster (Munfr = 3,785.9 ms) than either frame
type (p’s < .05).

Does sex of the participant affect mental rotation
performance?

Sex did not show any main effect for RT, F(1, 51) = .003, p =
.96, or accuracy data, F(1, 51) = 2.99, p = .089. However,
there was a marginal Sex × Angular Disparity interaction with
the accuracy data, F(5.31, 271) = 2.17, p = .054, ηP

2 = .041.
With increasing angular disparity, the performance gap be-
tween men and women slightly increased (Fig. 9).

Does habitual spatial thinking affect mental rotation
performance?

Preference did not affect performance alone (F = 3.29). The
distribution of Preference among sexes shows a tendency for both
women (74 %) and men (78 %) to prefer maps (Table 2).
Preference did not differ by Sex, c2(1, N = 53) = .078, p = .78.

Rotation rate data showed a Preference × Angular
Disparity interaction, F(2.21, 113) = 5.59, p < .05, ηP

2 =
.099. The ADE was more pronounced for participants prefer-
ring verbal directions (Fig. 10).

The Preference × Angular Disparity interaction can be fur-
ther qualified by marginally significant three-way interaction
between Preference, Angular Disparity, and Frame Type,
F(7.36, 375) = 1.96, p = .057, ηP

2 = .037. Mental rotation
speed for participants preferring verbal directions differed as
a function of both angular disparity and frame, showing the
greatest ADE for circular frames followed by rectangular
frames and least for no frame (see Fig. 11b). However, with
respect to participants who preferred maps, they showed an
ADE, but no effect of frame (see Fig. 11a). Accuracy data did
not show any interactions (all Fs < 1.0).

Representation Both men and women showed both habitual
spatial representation approaches (landmark, and survey).
Women were more inclined to use a landmark approach
(57 %) and men relied more on a survey approach (56 %).
However, each category had representation from both sexes
(see Table 2). Women and men did not show a difference in
categorized representation style, (c2(1, N = 53) = .769, p =
.380). Representation did not affect rotation performance ei-
ther for mean RT data, F(1, 51) = 1.74, p = .19, or for accuracy
data, F(1, 51) = .85, p = .36.

Discussion

Overall, results showed the standard ADE (e.g., Collins &
Kimura, 1997; Shepard & Metzler, 1971) with participants
rotating 3-D figures more slowly and less accurately as the

a b

Fig. 8 (a) (left) shows mean reaction times and (b) (right) shows mean accuracy at each degree of rotation
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angular disparity between figures increased, consistent with
Experiment 1 results. There was no overall sex difference,
but mental rotation performance differed with greater ADwith
men’s slight advantage in accuracy. Again, consistent with
Experiment 1, we did not find robust sex differences.

Framing affected mental rotation performance; having a
frame around the stimuli, overall, slowed rotation rate, regard-
less of the Frame Type. The Multiple Systems Framework
(Zacks &Michelon, 2005) may explain this effect of framing.
Mental rotation involves object-based transformations.
Adding a frame introduces a reference frame external to the
object, potentially leading to conflicting mental rotation ap-
proaches. Another explanation involves a potential conflict in
dimensionality between the frame (2-D) and the 3-D figures.
The 2-D frame may serve as a flatness cue (Eby& Braunstein,
1995), suggesting that people also think of the figures as 2-D
(Reinhardt-Rutland, 2003). Inconsistencies interpreting repre-
sented dimensionality may hinder overall performance.
Implications of the findings will be further discussed in the
general discussion section.

Experiment 2 further explored individual differences in ha-
bitual spatial processing (Preference and Representation).
Participants preferring verbal directions (compared to maps)
had a stronger ADE with response time. This difference was
further emphasized by frame type. The ADE separated for the
different frame types (unframed, circular-, and rectangular)
within participants with a verbal preference. This finding fur-
ther supports the idea that how people habitually process

spatial information reliably affects rotation performance, es-
pecially when introducing various types of stimuli.

Experiment 3

Three main modifications were done in Experiment 3. (1) We
changed the dimensions of the surrounding box to further
investigate the effects of framing. Since Experiment 2 results
led us to suspect a possible frame-figure dimensionality
mismatch, we replaced the structure around the stimuli with
a 3-Dimensional box. (2) Whole and cut versions of mental
rotation figures were again used to replicate Experiment 1
results to account for the strategy use. (3) There was an
increase in the number of participants in order to ensure that
habitual thinking categories (Representation and Sense of
Direction) would be similarly represented across sexes.

Method

Participants

One hundred and ten WPI students (60 women and 50 men)
participated for partial course credit. Participants were taking
Introductory to Psychology as an elective course.

Materials

Mental rotation stimuli Three-dimensional block figures
from Experiment 1 were again used. The Framed condition
in Experiment 1 had 2-D rectangular shapes surrounding each
figure. Here, 3-D prism boxes were created to replace 2-D
boxes to frame the stimuli. Thus, the Framed condition in
Experiment 2 had 3-D shapes surrounding each figure. Each
box was approximately 189 (height) × 152 (length) × 47
(width) in size (see Fig. 12). The Unframed condition had
the same stimuli as in Experiment 1 (see Fig. 12a, further

Fig. 9 Shows mean correct response for men and women at each degree of rotation. Note that * shows the significance level at .05 level (p < .05)

Table 2 Sex ratios in reference to habitual thinking styles (preference
and representation)

Preference Representation

Verbal Map Landmark Survey

Women 9 26 20 15

Men 4 14 8 10
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top left and Fig. 12b, top left). Stimuli pairs were presented as
whole (Fig. 12a) and and cut (Fig. 12b) and paired to
have the same (yet rotated) or different (mirror-reflections)
combinations with a vertical line dividing the pair.

There were four blocks of trials: whole-unframed, whole-
framed, cut-unframed, cut-framed. Each block started with 12
practice trials that were followed by 63 test trials. Within
each block, participants were exposed to each rotation angle
nine times, totaling to 36 times throughout the experiment.
Overall, participants completed 280 trials excluding practice
sessions. Of these test trials, 140 of them showed whole
versions and 140 of them showed cut versions of these; 140
of themwere unframed and 140 of themwere framed; and 140
were the same pairs and 140 were different pairs.

Questionnaires Two questionnaires were used in
Experiments 1 and 2: (1) the Individual Differences
Questionnaire, which was the basis for Preference, and (2)
the Mental Representation Questionnaire (Pazzaglia & De
Beni, 2001), which was used to categorize participants accord-
ing to their Representation styles. In Experiment 3, the
Individual Differences Questionnaire was replaced with a

more comprehensive and widely used self-report on prefer-
ence and sense-of-direction; the Sense of Direction (SOD).
The Santa Barbara Sense-of-Direction Scale was used to
assess environmental spatial ability and has been reported to
correlate with objective spatial tasks (Hegarty, Richardson,
Montello, Lovelace, & Subbiah, 2002). It consists of two de-
mographic questions on sex and age of the participant, follow-
ed by 15 positive and negative statements such as BI am very
good at giving directions^ and BI very easily get lost in a new
city,^ respectively. Participants report their assessments for
each statement on a Likert-type scale where 1 indicates strong-
ly agree, and 7 indicates stongly disagree. As a result, each
participant receives a computed score and a higher the score
indicates a higher sense of direction (Hegarty et al., 2002).

Design

The present study had two independent variables: frame and
figure consistency. For the frame variable participants saw
block figures without a frame, and within a 3-D frame. For
the figure consistency variable, they were exposed to whole
stimuli and cut versions of them.

Fig. 11 Mental rotation performance of stimuli with different frame types over degrees of rotation as a function of preference. (a) (on the left) shows
performance of map preference, and (b) (on the right) performance of verbal preference with mean reaction times

Fig. 10 Levels of preference over degrees of rotation for mean reaction time. Post-hoc analyses revealed significant results between map and verbal
preference at each degree of rotation; * showing p < .05 and ** marking p < .01
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Participantswere categorized on sex, representation, and SOD
according to their self-reports. Thus, the present study was based
on a 2 (un-framed vs. framed, within participant) × 2 (whole vs.
cut, within participant) × 2 (individual factors: sex, representa-
tion, or SOD, between participant) mixed design. The dependent
variable was the performance on the Mental Rotation test.

Procedure

The procedure was very similar to Experiments 1 and 2.
The main distinction was the pre-screening. Participants
completed the Representation Questionnaire prior to the
experiment to ensure recruitment of roughly equal number
of participants per category. When the participant came to
the lab, he/she signed the consent form and completed the
computerized Mental Rotation task via Inquisit .
Instructions preceded each of the four experimental
blocks, defined by stimuli conditions. They either saw a
block of whole figures first, or a block of cut figures, and
the order was counterbalanced across participants. A trial
consisted of a fixation cross, presented for 500 ms,
followed by a pair of figures. Participants responded
Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ by pressing designated keys, the
placement of which was also counterbalanced. After com-
pleting the task, participants filled out the SOD scale.

Results

Coding and analysis

Dependent measures included accuracy and reaction time
(RT). Data from five participants were eliminated because
they were outliers (two people) or had accuracy rates below
50 % (three people). Participant’s highest and lowest RTs at
each angular disparity were trimmed because of high variabil-
ity (Bush et al., 1993).

Amixed-design ANOVAwas used with within-subject fac-
tors of Angular Disparity (00, 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500, and
1800), Figure Consistency (whole, cut) and Framing (un-
framed, framed) and between-participant factors: individual

difference measures: Sex (men, women), Representation (sur-
vey, landmark), and SOD (high, low). Between-subject factors
were analyzed separately by adding each, one by one, to the
omnibus ANOVA.

Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity
was violated for Angular Disparity for RT data, X2 (20) = 182,
p < .001, and for the accuracy data, X2 (20) = 68.5, p < .001.
Therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .51) for RT,
and Huynh-Feldt correction (ε = .84) for accuracy. The as-
sumption of sphericity has also been violated for Angular
Disparity* Figure Consistency interaction; RT data, X2 (20)
= 35.2, p = .019, and accuracy data, X2 (20) = 49.9. On both
RT and accuracy, degrees of freedom were corrected using
Huynh-Feldt estimates of sphericity; ε = .95, and ε = .91,
respectively.

Mental rotation performance

The mean RT for the experiment was 4,932 ms and the overall
accuracy was 72.8 %. ADE with increased RT, F(3.05, 253) =
235, p < .001, ηP

2 = .74, (Fig. 13a), and decreased accuracy,
F(5.05, 551) = 98.05, p < .001, ηP

2 = .47 (Fig. 13b) as a
function of Angular Disparity.

Do strategy-consistent-stimuli affect mental rotation
performance?

The analysis showed a main effect of Figure Consistency.
Participants responded faster and more accurately to whole
objects (MRT = 4763 ms, Macc = 77.1 % accuracy) than to
cut ones (MRT = 5101 ms, Macc = 68.6 %), F (1, 83) = 4.49,
p = .037, ηP

2 = .051 for RTand F (1, 109) = 116, p < .001, ηP
2

= .52 for accuracy.
Figure Consistency interacted with Angular Disparity with

both RT, F(5.70, 473) = 7.26, p < .001, ηP
2 = .080, and accu-

racy, F(5.48, 597) = 6.15, p < .001, ηP
2 = .053. Participants

consistently responded less accurately to cut figures for angu-
lar disparities and the performance difference for whole and
cut figures was more evident at most degrees of rotation

Fig. 12 (a) (left) A pair of whole-framed figures while (b) (right) shows a pair of cut-framed stimuli
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(Fig. 14b). For RT data, participants rotated to whole and cut
figures equally fast (Fig. 14a).

Does framing stimuli affect mental rotation performance?

Framing did not affect rotation performance by itself, F(1, 83)
= 1.49, p = .23, and it did not show any interactions with the
other factors (all Fs < 1.0).

Does sex of the participant affect mental rotation
performance?

Sex did not show a main effect for RT, F(1, 107) = 1.63, p =
.20 but men responded to 3-D figures more accurately (M =
75.8 %), F(1, 106) = 7.41, p = .008, ηP

2 = .067 than women
(Macc = 70.5 %). Sex did not show any further interactions
with Angular Disparity or Figure Consistency, for either RTor
accuracy data, (all Fs < 1.0).

Does habitual spatial thinking affect mental rotation
performance?

Mental representat ion (henceforth referred to as
Representation) was categorized in similar numbers for each
sex (see Table 3). Both women (57 %) and men (56 %) used
slightly more landmark-centered representations, c2(1, N =
110) = .005, p = .944. It is important to note that both sexes
were categorized in similar ratios in landmark and survey
groups. Both sexes preferred map descriptions over verbal
directions, c2(1, N = 110) = .535, p = .464. Representation
was not found to be significant as a main effect; either for
RT data, F(1, 107) = .30, p = .58 or for accuracy data, F(1,
108) = .31, p = .58.

Sense of Direction (SOD) was categorized on participants’
self-reports on rating their spatial information processing. The
SOD score for each participant was computed and the ones
above the mean were categorized as having high sense of
direction and the ones scored below the mean were grouped
as having low sense of direction. Fifty-one people scored as

a

b

Fig. 14 Mean response times (a: top) and mean correct percentages (b:
bottom) to whole and cut figures over degrees of rotation are depicted.
Note the y axes for reaction time (RT) (1,000–7,000 ms) and accuracy
(50–100 %) for a closer display. Post-hoc t-tests for both RTand accuracy
data show significant results with asterisks. * alpha level of .05 (p < .05);
** significance at the .01 level (p < .01)

a b

Fig. 13 Both reaction time (RT) (a; left) and accuracy (b; right) as a function of Angular Disparity. Note that the mean RTs are depicted on a 1,000–
7,000 ms scale and mean correct response displays 50–100 % scale to show the effect more clearly

Table 3 Sex ratios in reference to representation and sense of direction

Representation Sense Of Direction

Landmark Survey Low High

Women 34 26 30 30

Men 28 22 29 21
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high SOD, and 59 people were categorized as low
SOD (Table 3). Of those with high SOD, 58.8 % were women
and among the ones with low SOD, 50.8 % were women.
Both men and women were close in SOD distribution. There
was no main effect of SOD, F(1, 107) = .050, p = .82, among
high and low SOD groups.

Discussion

Consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, the ADE effect was
observed for both mental rotation rate and accuracy. As was
found in Experiment 1, modifying 3-D stimuli to rotate whole
and cut versions seemed to enforce the suggested strategy use.
Participants were faster and more accurate in rotating whole
figures as opposed to cut figures. More interestingly, the dif-
ference between whole and cut figure rotation was more evi-
dent for greater degrees of rotation, especially for accuracy
data.

Unlike Experiments 1 and 2, however, framing with 3-D
boxes did not affect the rotation performance. It might be
because of the congruency between the dimensions of the
frame and the figure. Consistent with previous research find-
ings, participants did not have 2-D frames to serve as flatness
cues (Eby & Braunstein, 1995) or were forced to think the
figures in 2-D to match the frame (Reinhardt-Rutland, 2003).

Replicating results found in Experiments 1 and 2, the only
sex difference was found with men being more accurate than
women. However, there was no difference in terms of rotation
rate. Again, we can conclude that we did not find a robust sex
difference, considering the modifications with the stimuli.
Habitual spatial thinking styles (representation, and SOD)
did not suggest any performance or strategy differences either
and these will be further addressed in the general discussion.

General discussion

Many everyday activities engage mental rotation. Going back
to Dave and Judy trying to place their sectional in their new
living room, Dave might be rotating the couch as a whole,
leading to a more effective decision about its placement. In
contrast, Judy may have been mentally moving the individual
parts. Having the walls of the room around the furniture, or
interpreting the furniture as 3-D may have been another factor
that affected the difference in their performance. The present
research explored the contributions of stimulus differences
and individual differences in habitual spatial processing to
mental rotation performance.

It is important to note that our findings replicated the
classic angular disparity effect (ADE; e.g., Blough &
Slavin, 1987; Collins & Kimura, 1997; Cooper, 1975;
Heil & Jansen-Osmann, 2008; Kail et al. , 1979;

Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974; Shepard & Metzler, 1971).
ADE shows that rotation performance is directly affected
by the angular difference between objects.

Do stimuli characteristics affect mental rotation
performance?

Between Dave and Judy, would their rotation process be
influenced by how sectional was brought in: one piece or
within pieces? Would incorporating the walls of the room
into this process help the task or disrupt it? In terms of
stimulus differences, the holistic and piecemeal strategies
suggest that people conceptualize the classic Shepard-
Metzler figures differently when engaging in mental rota-
tion. The present research explored two different stimulus
manipulations. First, we had whole and cut versions of the
stimuli, predicting that cut figures would promote a piece-
meal strategy. Second, we placed frames around individ-
ual stimuli within a pair. We had two different predictions
for this manipulation (Experiments 1 and 3). The frame
could emphasize the unity of the figure (Rock, 1990),
leading to a more holistic approach or the frame could
disrupt object-based reference frame (Zacks & Michelon,
2005) use during rotation, thus impeding a holistic
strategy.

Cutting the whole stimuli Results suggested that participants
used mental rotation strategies in line with the stimulus con-
sistency for 3-D figures. The rotation of cut figures was more
consistent with a piecemeal strategy and rotation of whole
figures with a holistic strategy. Participants more rapidly and
accurately rotated whole compared to cut 3-D figures and this
difference widened with increasing angular difference, as was
shown in Experiment 1. This finding suggests participants
used holistic rotation with whole figures and a piecemeal ap-
proach with cut figures. However, this finding was only evi-
dent when the frames were 2-D structures (Experiment 1) and
did not replicate with 3-D frames (Experiment 3). In other
words, 2-D structure around the figures emphasized the uni-
tary configuration of the figures (Rock, 1990) engaged a more
holistic strategy, whereas a 3-D frame did not affect or inter-
fere with the use of strategies.

Framing the stimuli Our predictions for how framing would
affect mental rotation were based on previous results within
the literature. Framing did indeed interact with stimulus con-
sistency and showed somewhat different findings across our
studies. In Experiment 1, rotating 3-D figures within 2-D
frames slowed cut figure rotation rate and more so with in-
creased angular disparity, while no difference based on figure
consistency emerged for unframed stimuli. In other words,
results showed rotation strategies consistent with stimulus
consistency (holistic for whole objects; piecemeal for cut
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objects) with framed 3-D stimuli. In Experiment 2, rotating 3-
D figures within circular or rectangular 2-D frames negatively
affected rotation rate in comparison to unframed figures.
Participants rotated figures within some kind of 2-D structure
more slowly. In Experiment 3, however, there was no effect of
frame. Taken all the findings into consideration, we can sug-
gest that having a frame around the stimuli affects rotation,
only if the frame dimension is incongruent with the target.
When participants are faced with an incongruent mental rota-
tion problem, they might need to change their perception of
the figure itself because a 2-D frame suggests flatness (Eby &
Braunstein, 1995) and/or decreased depth (Reinhardt-
Rutland, 2003).

How do individual differences affect mental rotation
performance?

Sex has been the most studied individual difference with
respect to mental rotation. We suggest that habitual spatial
processing may help explain possible sex differences.
Going back to the initial example, does Dave prefer maps
and Judy prefer verbal directions? Does Dave usually
form a more global, configural representation of larger
environments while Judy thinks about the larger scale
layouts in terms of its landmarks? If Dave and Judy differ
in these ways, would they use different strategies for men-
tal rotation? With a series of experiments, this study in-
vestigated how one’s habitual thinking relates to his/her
rotation strategy (Jordan et al., 2002; Kail et al., 1979;
Thomsen et al., 2000). The habitual approaches we exam-
ined included preference for spatial information format
(maps vs. verbal directions) and spatial representation ap-
proach (survey vs. landmark). Preference for maps and
survey representation should both predict a more holistic,
configural mental rotation strategy.

Sex Sex differences in the current study were not as robust as
has been suggested in the literature (Collins & Kimura, 1997;
Kimura, 1999; Kail et al., 1979; Linn & Petersen, 1985; Voyer
et al., 1995). In all 3 experiments, men were more accurate in
rotation than women. However, there were no additional ef-
fects. As hypothesized, sex may not be the only explanatory
factor in assessing and understanding the difference in mental
rotation performance.

Habitual spatial thinking Across the experiments, more
women and men preferred maps over verbal directions
while categorization across mental representations varied
more. Still, those distributions show that sex is not the
primary factor which determines one’s preference regard-
ing or mental representation of spatial information, or
general sense of direction. We hypothesized that a Map
Preference and a habitual Survey Representation should

align with a holistic rotation strategy. People preferring
maps rotated more accurately (Experiment 1) than those
preferring verbal directions, and the difference was more
pronounced with greater angular disparity (Experiments 1
and 2). Also in line with our hypothesis, people who ha-
bitually use a survey representation made more accurate
and faster rotations (Experiment 1) than the ones taking a
landmark approach (see also Pazzaglia and De Beni,
2006). This suggests that habitual spatial processing may
help explain sex differences in mental rotation. To our
knowledge this is the first finding linking habitual spatial
thinking to rotation strategy use. However, these findings
should be evaluated very carefully, because the results did
not carry over to Experiment 3. One possible explanation
was the difference in sample populations across experi-
ments. Experiments 1 and 2 collected undergraduates
from Tufts University. For Experiment 3 we recruited un-
dergraduates at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), an
institution attracting students with technical skills, prefer-
ence, or inclinations. Research suggests that having supe-
rior spatial ability is correlated with a tendency towards
Science-Technology-Engineering-Math (STEM) fields
(Uttal & Cohen, 2012) as well as success in these areas
(Kozhevnikov, Motes, & Hegarty, 2007; Vasilyeva &
Lourenco, 2012). Since we tested participants already
studying in STEM fields, and since the students were
roughly equally distributed across representation and
SOD categories, possible effects due to habitual spatial
processing might have been washed out.

Conclusions

Taken together the present studies extend extant findings on
factors contributing to mental rotation strategy use in several
ways. First, different features of the stimuli themselves play a
role. In the current work this included figure consistency
(whole vs. cut), presence of a frame around a stimulus, and,
looking across studies, frame dimensionality. Second, how
people habitually think about spatial information predicts
mental rotation strategy use. Third, stimulus characteristics
and individual differences in habitual spatial processing inter-
act. In all cases, factors predicting or promoting a holistic
strategy push strategy use in that direction and vice versa for
the piecemeal strategy. This also suggests some cognitive flex-
ibility in mental rotation strategy use.

The current research has implications for everyday life.
We interact with maps or walk through rooms, buildings,
or streets trying to create mental maps. Yet, we may reach
a detour sign on a known route or have our global posi-
tioning (GPS) device fail. These situations would require
us to mentally manipulate spatial information. Going back
to the couple Dave and Judy, there might have been a
difference between their rotation performances not merely
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because of their sex, but possibly because of some other
factor that is perceived in the surrounding environment,
the nature of the object they were rotating, or the way
they have come to learn to process spatial information.
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